
Context
Brazil is the first economical power
After Argentina is far behind with to Colombia
Argentina and Chile continu growi ng

After the industrial revolution, South America grown up very fast, may be to fast. The speed of the city was 
to fast considering the government in place, nowaday, all the big city suffer of the same troubles.
Capitalisme was to strong in this developping period and also corruption was quiete in every governement, 
the gap of poverty is really revelant in those Capitals.
The main city have known a lot of new touristic comers last years, but they mees to much infrastructur, 
transport, urban planning and energy plans.
But actualy South America in the last years mean also a lot of hope, especialy in Chile, Colombia or Argen-
tina.
To have some exemple of witch direction could take the city let’s have a look on the revelants exemple of 
smart city.

Mexico City
Also autosharing 

Focus on technologie especialy on 
smog fighting construction

Bogota
Biggest network of fast bus, but also cycleway and 
cycleshare but also anouncment by the governe-

ment for new subway

Rio de Janero
Fist Brasilian city even if Brazil is the most economical 

powarfull citty.
Considering olypinc games of 2016, the city is like other 

using capitals to make the city smarter.
They try to change what they did bad before, especialy 

concerning favelas, watching, technologie help to 
identified the risky point etc...

Santiago
Polution problems especialy is rank one of the 

smartest city. Also composed of 38 community and 
38 mayor.

Chilli Less corruption
Lesss inflation and stable economi

A lot of event concerning futur of the city
Bikesharing, electric cars, autoshare

New system of control for trafic

Curibita
Inventor of fast bus

most green city because of its park, made to 
absorbe water 

Buenos AIres
Investing old part of the city with art, design technolo-

gie, medicin and entertainment.
But opposit of Santiago, new movement came a lot 

against the governements.

http://www.fastcoexist.com/3022533/the-8-smartest-cities-in-latin-america#3



Different logic
 

In one way, country knew a big exponation, meesing infrastructures, the big 
cities grown up very fast at the expense of a good balance for a lot of them.  

It create a capitalist logic and enlarge the gap between poor and rich.
So we can see in this opposit way of thinking with eco-village that it’s a direct 
response of the situation in this continent, like an overflow of troubles link to 

the economical and political situation. 
We can also note that eco-village in south-america are very develloped 

proportionaly to the problems encontered in the country, and also because 
they have the possibility to do it. (thinking about other problematics systems 

of country that havn’t this opportunity)
 

Compairing those two models

Almost all of the consequences it bring are also opposed, considering média transparency, one 
want opacity, the other want visibility, or reputation, one is fight and contested and the other is 
growing up more and more.
Anyway it’s easy to understand that this new system ( eco-vilage,late 20th century) is a reaction 
against a system that didn’t work anymore for those partisants, for me it’s a kind of brutal rejec-
tion.
But in fact we can also consider that it’s one of the older system adapted to new tools and 
network facility.
In conclusion, it’s a parralel non-profit organisation in south America like the negative side of the 
global capitalism situation of south america.
It create a fully new network communicating all around South America


